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TIME OF UNCERTAIN CONVERSATIONS:
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OF THE POST-SOVIET LATVIA

Anta Filipsone
University of Latvia

Abstract

This article describes the development of religious education within
the system of public education in Latvia. It consists of three parts.
The first part deals with the social context of a post-Soviet society and
its impact on the development of religious education. The second
part describes the four approaches to religious education in pub-
lic schools that have emerged in Latvia during the last ten years:
the confessional approach, the ecumenical Christian approach, the
world religions approach, and the Christian ethics approach. The
third part analyzes the problems and opportunities presented by
the current stage of plurality of approaches.

In 2000, Former President of the Czech Republic, Vazlav Havel, com-
pared the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to beautiful cathe-
drals that have been damaged by the Communist regimes and thus
have to undergo a process of renovation. He wrote, “If some of our
best features are not fully visible yet, it is because our society is covered
with renovation structures, which hide the effort—this time carried out
in complete freedom—to restore and regain its true identity” (Havel
2000, 2). However, as more and more countries of this region join the
European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, they are
gradually becoming more and more visible and audible on the interna-
tional arena. Latvia is one of such countries; it is best known as one of
the three Baltic States—Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. The image of a
building under renovation applies well also to the processes related to
renewal of the religious education that are taking place both in church
and public school settings in Latvia following the departure from the
Soviet Union. This article focuses particularly on the approaches to
religious education that have been developed for public schools of
Latvia and sets them in the context of the current social and political
context of a transitional society.
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SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THE POST-SOVIET LATVIA AND
ITS IMPACT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS

EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Latvia is situated on the coast of the Baltic Sea and borders with
Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, and Byelorussia. Its population is 2.3 mil-
lion people. Ethnic Latvians comprise the majority of population—
56%. The most influential Christian denominations are the Evangelical
Lutheran church, the Roman Catholic church, the Russian Orthodox
church, the Baptist church, and the Old Believers church.

In 1991, Latvia regained its political independence due to the
collapse of the Soviet Union, and today Latvia is a member of the
European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. How-
ever, the country is still going through a painful transitional period of
restructuring its political and economic systems and healing its deep
social and cultural wounds left by Communism. In all spheres of life,
the contrast between the Soviet heritage and the demands of a contem-
porary technological society in the context of globalization is startling.
This is the pain of the transitional period; thus, the acknowledgment
that “confusion and lack of orientation are the most characteristic fea-
tures of our life today” (Levits 1999, 10). In this situation, public ed-
ucation, including religious education, is expected to play a vital role
in the process of rebuilding democracy in the country, as well as in
helping people to adapt to new conditions and find a sense of purpose
and direction.

Yet even fourteen years after restoration of political freedom in
Latvia, it is not easy for educators, including religious educators, to
fulfill these expectations. The system of public education is still trying
to overcome the residues of the Soviet ideology in its very foundations
through a large-scale educational reform, which was to be completed
by the year 2004. As to the systems of religious education both in
churches and public schools, they are still forming, being built up
almost from scratch. The same applies to academic research in reli-
gious education. During the last fourteen years, religious educators in
Latvia not only had to cover in an accelerated way the experience that
Western countries had been accumulating for many decades of theo-
rizing and experimenting, but they also had to reflect on the demands
of the unique social and cultural context in which they are called to
work.

At present, there are very few comprehensive studies in Latvia on
the problems and challenges to religious education in the post-Soviet
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period (Filipsone 2002). In the context of public education, this lack of
analytical and constructive academic research considerably impedes
the process of decision making in strategic matters as well as the devel-
opment of effective pedagogical practice in religious education. And
yet we cannot simply transfer the experience from other countries.
In the process of choosing models, designing curricular theories, and
writing textbooks, various factors should be taken into account that
are specific to the local context, such as the atheistic upbringing of
the majority of the adult population, the experience of persecutions
of religious faiths during the Soviet times, as well as current political,
economic, and cultural problems of a transitional post-Soviet society.
Therefore, before discussing particular approaches to religious edu-
cation in public schools that have emerged during the last ten years
in Latvia, I will briefly outline a few foundational factors that have to
be taken into account in the process of developing any approach to
religious education in a post-Communist social environment.

First of all, the recent history of Latvia shows that the teaching
of religion in public schools and the very existence of a variety of
approaches in this area are only possible because of the democratic
political system in the country. Therefore, in order to ensure its own ex-
istence, religious education in public schools has to include as one of its
aspects supporting and promoting democratic values and procedures.
Furthermore, this acceptance of democracy should be reflected “in the
readiness to take over specific responsibilities which democracy not
only offers but also makes compulsory” (Scheilke 1999). Thus, decision
making in issues pertaining to religious education in public schools has
to be governed by the principles of democratic policymaking, such as
public participation, equality, transparency, and accountability, even
if these principles are not in force in the interior life of some of the
participants. In addition, in the context of the need for interior inte-
gration of the Latvian-speaking and Russian-speaking segments of the
society, religious education in public schools should perform a uniting
rather than a divisive social function. While respecting the national
and cultural background of each student, religious education should
promote common Latvian and global citizenship as well as cooperation
in local communities.

Second, religious education in public schools is strongly affected by
the economic situation in Latvia. This means that at least for some time
religious education will receive limited funding for salaries, textbooks,
and research and will often exist as a marginal subject at the mercy
of each school’s and college’s administration. The harsh economic
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struggle in the context of “wild capitalism” in a developing country
places on religious educators a new responsibility to alert students to
the dangers of “the money-spirituality” (Hull 1997, 44) and to design
curricula so as to challenge the notion of personal survival by all means,
to foster the concern for the common good and care for the disad-
vantaged. In addition, because currently the overall orientation of the
Latvian economy is directed toward a technological, knowledge-based
development, which requires promotion of high academic standards
in education and research, the field of religious education also needs
to be placed on a more solid academic and technological foundation
as well as opened to wider exchanges with foreign colleagues.

Third, even though it is not likely that in the situation where church
and state are separated by law the entire educational system in Latvia
could adopt as its philosophical foundation the Christian humanistic
paradigm as some educators propose (Vilks 1998), one of the tasks
of religious educators is, indeed, to become more actively involved in
the process of humanization of the entire educational system in Latvia
and of liberating it from residues of the totalitarianism, such as author-
itarian methods of teaching and administration. Religious educators
in Latvia have to take responsibility for their share in promoting hu-
manistic educational values and raising respect for the profession of
teacher in the country.

Fourth, those religious educators who are Christians (currently
they form the majority) also have to engage more actively in the pro-
cess of grassroot theologizing. Professional theologians in Latvia have
to be continuously challenged to develop inculturated theologies re-
flecting the past and present experience of people in Latvia instead of
simply adapting various Western theologies. On the part of religious
educators, this challenge can only be maintained when religious edu-
cators themselves are actively engaged in questioning the theological
foundations for their work and are ready to participate in the process
of reconstructing them. Contextual theological thinking is crucial for
religious educators to be able to assist young people more effectively
in the search for personal identity in the unstable transitional times
and to foster the struggle of the entire society with the residues of the
Soviet atheistic mentality.

Finally, participation in the discussion and work on developing
religious education in public schools is a serious challenge for the
mainline Christian churches involved in this process. For them, it is
a stimulus to grow in the directions of ecumenical cooperation, the-
ological update, and public communication. This growth is necessary
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for churches in order to maintain a respectable voice in the dialogue
with the larger society as well as for their own inner theological and
educational development.

PUBLIC DEBATES ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF LATVIA

As mentioned earlier, because religious education was restored to
life in Latvian public schools in the last fourteen years, in this country
religious education is a new area of pedagogic practice and academic
research. The period between 1993 and 1999 was a time of serious
public debates regarding the issue of what form religious education
should take in public schools of Latvia. These debates involved leaders
of the five Christian churches considered as traditional in the country
(Evangelical Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Russian Orthodox, Baptist,
and Old Believers), as well as representatives of the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science, teachers, and parents. During those six years, there
emerged four distinct theoretical approaches to religious education
in public schools, which to a larger or lesser extent are all operative
in Latvian schools to this day. These approaches are the confessional
approach the ecumenical Christian approach, the Christian ethics ap-
proach, and the world religions approach.

The confessional approach was advocated mainly by the leaders
of the Evangelical Lutheran and Roman Catholic churches. The ap-
proach was intended to contribute to the renewal of the Latvian society
by reaching out to the children and adolescents of particular Christian
confessions and forming their understanding of the true, the good,
and the real according to the doctrine of that religious tradition. For
church leaders, the life in the country could only improve if people
returned to their specific spiritual roots, that is, to the churches of
their parents and grandparents, and became again “good” Catholics,
Lutherans, Baptists, and so on. From this perspective, the only truly
authentic form of religious education is that which takes place under
the auspices of one’s confession and fosters the development of a par-
ticular confessional identity. Strong confessional identities would then
compensate for the disintegrating national identity as well as serve as
a basis for morality in the times of profound ideological and moral
crisis in the transitional post-totalitarian society. Consequently, in the
course of public debates, advocates of the confessional approach em-
ployed such arguments in favor of their approach as the need to raise
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the moral well-being of the Latvian society, the need to preserve the
cultural heritage of the region, the need to follow the pre–World War
II tradition of confessional religious education in public schools, and
the need to maintain the doctrinal identity of each church. As a last
resort, they also turned to the political argument, according to which
in a country such as Latvia, where state and church are separated by
law, the decision-making power in regard to issues of religious edu-
cation (in any setting) should belong exclusively to the five traditional
Christian churches as the experts and the professionals in the field,
whereas the state represented by the Ministry of Education and Sci-
ence should hold only consultative and executive power (Pujats 1994,
1998; Vanags 1998).

On the legislative level this argumentation was quite successful.
As a result of church lobbying, in 1996, Saeima (the Parliament)
passed an Amendment to the Law on Religious Organizations (Saeima
1996), which supported the confessional religious education in public
schools of Latvia. It is still in force today. According to the Amend-
ment, all religion classes are voluntary. If at least 10 students in a class
have submitted written applications for confessional religion classes,
state-sponsored public schools are obliged to include confessional re-
ligion classes into the schedule and find teachers of the corresponding
church. For students younger than 14, parents have to apply. Teachers
of religion have to be certified by one of the five traditional Christian
churches—Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Baptist, Orthodox, or Old Be-
lievers. Each church trains its own teachers of religion in its seminary
or catechetical center as well as develops its syllabi and curricular ma-
terials, which have to be approved by the Ministry of Education and
Science.

However, despite the support of the Saeima, confessionalism did
not gain much popularity among public school educators, adminis-
trators, and parents. Church leaders had obviously underestimated
the degree of secularization in the country and overestimated the
Christian aspect of the Euro-integration process. It turned out that
during the fifty years of Communism many people in Latvia had irre-
versibly lost connection with the churches of their ancestors. In this
context, adoption of the confessional approach would have meant ex-
cluding from religious education in public schools all the children with
no or unclear confessional affiliation. In addition, after the fifty-year
domination of the oppressive atheistic ideology, many people were
afraid of committing themselves and their children to another, this
time religious, ideology, even though they did have some interest in
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religious or spiritual matters and were aware of the gaps that Commu-
nism had left in their education. They did not mind introducing their
children to major religious traditions of the country and of the world,
provided that children were allowed space for free exploration and
disagreement. The confessional approach was clearly inadequate for
meeting the needs of this religiously alienated, yet curious part of the
population of Latvia, whose cultural and social influence was rapidly
growing.

The confessional approach was also resisted by the Ministry of
Education and Science. While acknowledging that some form of reli-
gious education was desirable and acting in the interests of citizens in
a democracy, the Ministry emphasized the importance of honoring
the religious and ideological diversity of the population and abid-
ing by the democratic educational values of critical reasoning and
reflective scrutiny of alternative viewpoints. From the perspective
of the Ministry, public schools, let alone one school subject, could
not assume the entire responsibility for fixing the moral and iden-
tity crises of the Latvian society. The task of the public school was
to provide future citizens with a balanced comprehensive education,
rather than to impose a predetermined identity. Particularly in regard
to religious education, the Ministry continuously argued that public
schools should attempt no more than introducing students on the vol-
untary basis, first of all, to Christianity as an important cultural force
in the region, and second, to the basics of other world religions. From
this point of view, the task of nurturing students’ religious affiliation
should be left to the catechetical programs in churches (cf. Kinstlere
1998).

As a result of this opposition and also due to the practical difficul-
ties (low popularity among students and parents, high costs, etc.) en-
countered in the process of introduction of the confessional approach
to schools, in 1999, leaders of the five traditional churches agreed
to soften their position and issued a joint ecumenical syllabus Chris-
tian Faith for Grades 1–4 (Latvijas Republikas Izglı̄tı̄bas un Zinātnes
Ministrija 1999b), which marked the entry of the ecumenical Chris-
tian approach into public schools. The syllabus focused on the basics of
Christian faith from a non-confessional biblical perspective. However,
teachers still had to be approved by their churches. It was also empha-
sized that these changes in the curriculum of religious education in
public schools had been initiated, authorized, and supervised by the
bishops of traditional churches and not by the state represented by
the Ministry of Education and Science. Because direct ecclesiastical
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control has thus been preserved, in a broad political sense teaching
religion in public schools is still regarded as implicitly confessional and
no amendments are made in legislation.

In addition, in 1998 the Ministry of Education and Science de-
cided to include into the high school program an elective course
on world religions and designed the syllabus History of Religion.
Guidelines for Secondary Education (Latvijas Republikas Izglı̄tı̄bas un
Zinātnes Ministrija 1998). In this course, great religions of the world—
Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism, Islam,
and Judaism—are analyzed from a cultural perspective. The last sec-
tion of the course is devoted to atheism, quasi-religious movements,
and the so-called new religious movements, the rapid expansion of
which directly affects school youth in Latvia. As the authors of the
syllabus explain, “Today in the situation of pluralism and democracy
in Latvia, many different religions and movements exist alongside one
another. It is necessary to be able to acquire a basic orientation in this
ideological and religious supply, in order not to become a victim of of-
tentimes dishonest manipulations” (Latvijas Republikas Izglı̄tı̄bas un
Zinātnes Ministrija 1998, 4).

Yet some religious educators were satisfied neither with the confes-
sional, nor with the ecumenical Christian, nor with the world religions
approach, and considered all of them as being too much content-
centered. For those teachers, replacing the confessional interpreta-
tion of the Christian doctrine by descriptions of Christian and other
worldviews did not solve the problem of religious education in public
schools. Instead, they proposed a Christian ethics approach, which
is most comprehensively represented in the works of Laima Geikina
(1998a, 1998b; 2000a, 2000b), a high school teacher of ethics and a
lecturer on religious education in the University of Latvia. Geikina was
the most consistent critic of the dominant practice in religious educa-
tion in public schools of Latvia. She represented those pragmatically
oriented public school teachers who proposed a religious education
that would practically affect the individual lives of students, the qual-
ity of the school environment, and eventually, even the moral climate
of the entire country. Thus the main emphasis in this approach is on
the moral formation of students as Christian citizens of the Latvian
society rather than on informing students about a particular Christian
tradition, the Christian religion in general, or other religions. Geikina
was also one of the few theoreticians in the field of religious educa-
tion who employed both empirical research and educational theory to
support her arguments.
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The ideas of Laima Geikina and her colleagues have received
a limited support of the Ministry of Education and Science. In
1999, the Ministry allowed schools, according to their pedagogical,
methodological, and financial possibilities, to choose which subject
to teach in Grade 7—Ethics or Christian Ethics. The Ministry also
designed a draft syllabus for the course Christian Ethics (Latvijas Re-
publikas Izglı̄tı̄bas un Zinātnes Ministrija 1999a) with a broad aim to
help students “to acquire the first intuitive understanding and initial
motivation for further studies of Christian values” (Latvijas Republikas
Izglı̄tı̄bas un Zinātnes Ministrija 1999a, 3). However, the draft has not
been finally approved, and the subject of Christian Ethics does not
appear anywhere in legislation, despite the fact that it is taught in a
number of schools.

Thus, we can see that religious education in public schools of
Latvia is currently in the stage of plurality of approaches. Today, there
are three syllabi of religious education approved by the Ministry of
Education and Science for the use in public schools: Christian Faith
for Grades 1–4, Christian Ethics (draft) for Grade 7, and History of
Religions for high schools. Because all these courses are currently
offered as electives, no student is mandated to study religion in any
grade. Ideally, all these courses could co-exist within a single school,
so that each student would be free to attend all the classes of religious
education. Yet, in reality, the existence and form of religious education
in each individual public school is highly dependent on its financial
possibilities as well as on the attitude of its administration. As a result,
in some schools religious education flourishes, in some it barely exists,
and in others it is completely ignored. According to Valk (2002), in
this regard, the situation with religious education in public schools of
Latvia is similar to the situation in the neighboring Baltic country of
Estonia.

However, starting with the academic year 2005–2006, the status of
religious education in elementary schools has changed. At the end of
2003, the Ministry of Education and Science of Latvia in consultation
with churches decided to introduce in Grades 1–4 an obligatory choice
between two subjects—Ethics and Christian Faith, and develop a new
Syllabus for the latter. This is intended as a compromise between
those who, by all means, want a compulsory Christian education in
schools and those who, by all means, do not. This decision, however,
has not fundamentally altered the basic framework of the pluralism
of approaches, because the optional courses History of Religions and
Christian Ethics remain in place, at least for now.
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PLURALITY OF APPROACHES: CONS AND PROS

In the previous section, I have already mentioned one of the major
shortcomings of pluralism of approaches in regard to religious educa-
tion in public schools: in the situation where there are several options
and none of them is compulsory, religious education tends to disap-
pear from the school curriculum. Pille Valk (2003, 3) also observes
a similar tendency in Estonia: “Although one can mention a consid-
erable degree of high-level agreement about the necessity of RE in
society as a whole, RE is still taught in only a few schools.” This sit-
uation can be partially explained by the vague legislation, which can
be interpreted in a variety of ways, and also by insufficient adminis-
trative support. Yet, an optional marginal subject can hardly serve as a
basis for widespread education aiming at “religious literacy” (Wright
1993), which is a necessary prerequisite for true religious freedom in
a democratic pluralistic society. This is one reason why in the systems
of public education in many European countries religious education
is compulsory. This is also the reason why Pille Valk (2003) argues that
in countries, such as Estonia and Latvia, too, the best solution would
be to offer students “a combination of compulsory and optional RE
courses” or “at least one compulsory RE class at every stage of the
educational system.” The recent decision of the Ministry of Education
and Science of Latvia to grant a semi-compulsory status to the subject
Christian Faith is intended as a move in this direction.

On the other hand, there is no doubt that the idea of plurality of
approaches to religious education also has its advantages. As Lesslie
Newbigin (1982) argued in Great Britain, sometimes it is not neces-
sary that the same approach and the same solution to the problem of
religious education should be found in every place. Newbigin’s overall
vision is quite close to the current situation in Latvia:

The religious pluralism of our society must, it seems to me, be reflected in a
plurality of solutions for the problem we are discussing. This plurality may
be represented in a single school where members of the staff have differing
commitments. These must be openly faced and accepted. Pluralism may
also mean that there is a variety of different solutions in different parts of
the country. (1982, 107)

John Hull also acknowledged that, in reality, religious education
is a wider group of “subjects” that includes not only religious stud-
ies per se, but also “things like sensitivity training, moral education,
personal relations, social service, study of non-religions and so on”
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(1984, 54). In the United States, James Michael Lee was similarly
convinced, “If we are to develop a valid theory of how to do religious
pluralism in general and how to teach for religious pluralism specifi-
cally, then we must first actively engage in a wide variety of religiously
pluralistic activities” (1988, 77). According to Mary Elizabeth Moore
(1998), such pluralism of approaches can maximize a synergistic in-
terplay between contexts and norms, creativity and structure in the
field of religious education. From this perspective, the danger lies not
in working with a variety of models and approaches, but “in working
with too few, and those too much alike, and above all, in belittling any
efforts to work with anything else” (Kaplan 1998, 293).

As to benefits of a more practical kind, it seems that, first of all,
inevitable tensions and discussions among various alternatives existing
side by side can become the necessary driving force for continuous
improvement of each individual approach. Particularly, in the case of
Latvia, it has to be acknowledged that due to the lack of experience
in religious education, insufficient time spent on academic research,
and limited exchange of experience with colleagues abroad, none of
the approaches in Latvia are developed to their full potential. In this
situation, it is wise to resist the temptation to completely abandon all
approaches but one and, instead, to continue the work on improving
each of them through dialogue and creative interaction with those who
think differently.

Secondly, plurality of approaches also stimulates the search for a
more comprehensive vision of the entire field of religious education
in Latvia. As John Elias argued in the United States,

Preoccupation with foundational problems may indicate a lack of clear di-
rection, the existence of unresolved problems, the uncritical adoption of
fads and the splintering into groups. On the other hand, focus on founda-
tional issues is an opportunity for recognizing the complexity of the field of
religious education and for establishing the field or discipline on a firmer
basis through both individual and cooperative efforts. (1982, 615)

Similarly, in Great Britain, Daniel Hardy wrote that “exceedingly
important issues, both for religion and for education, intersect in re-
ligious education. . . . The issues are as much as religious and theoret-
ical as educational and practical, and to begin in any one is quickly
to become involved in all the rest” (1982, 109). He warned that too
hasty a closure of debates may “block the valuable continuing criti-
cal reflection upon these issues by producing a premature answering
of these questions” (Hardy 1982, 109). From this perspective, de-
spite the understandable desire of many educators in Latvia to release
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themselves as soon as possible from the burden of insecurity and con-
fusion associated with current pluralism in religious education, they
should still attempt to make full use of this time allotted for “uncertain
conversations” (Marshall and Kincheloe 1998, 85).

Finally, the uncertain conversations on religious education in pub-
lic schools can also trigger larger discussions exploring “the chang-
ing relationships between culture and schooling around questions of
stability and change, meaning and truth, modernity and postmoder-
nity” (Marshall and Kincheloe 1998, 91). As Wright (2000) observed
in England, discussions on different ideological stances in religious
education sometimes expand into discussions on general ideological
commitments within the educational system and, perhaps, in the en-
tire society, pressing the participants to reveal and articulate their
maybe otherwise well-hidden or simply unclear ideological agenda. It
is important for this to also happen in Latvia, for several reasons.

First of all, the very presence of religious education in public
schools is and should remain as one of the stumbling blocks to the
peaceful existence of disguised adherents of the old Communist athe-
istic paradigm in education who are uncomfortable with any discus-
sion of religion. Secondly, it is also important to maintain a discussion
on religion in the situation where the Christian churches are often
trying to ignore the reality of religious as well as theological plural-
ism both inside and outside the country in the attempt of protecting
themselves from the “shock of modernization” (Tomka and Zulehner
2000/3, 10) after the years of persecutions and theological seclusion.
Thirdly, the debates on religious education are but one example of the
difficulties in introducing the liberal democratic spirit of discussion in
Latvia. According to the Latvia Human Development Report, even
today, public policy in Latvia is often “marred by a strong inclination
towards seclusion,” which means that “important political issues in
Latvia are often decided by a few people rather than through demo-
cratic debate” (United Nations Development Program 2001, 25). In
this situation, together with other citizens and residents of the country,
religious educators are called to contribute to the efforts at establishing
in Latvia a new common communicative culture based on democratic
principles of transparency and accountability on the part of the po-
litical elite and active civil participation on the part of the rest of the
society.

Finally, debates on religion and religious education are also one
strand in a larger discussion on the possibility of common values in
a post-Soviet society, which according to a leading Latvian sociolo-
gist, Talis Tisenkopfs, is suffering from “terrible anomie, when nothing
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holds together” (Zirnis 1999, 5). This is a common problem in most
countries of Central and Eastern Europe. Thus, the Former Presi-
dent of the Czech Republic, Vazlav Havel, who was already quoted
in the beginning of this article spoke, not only of the hidden beauty
of the post-Soviet and post-socialist countries, but also of the evil that
had surfaced in this entire region after the fall of the old regimes. He
particularly stressed the destructive heritage that the Communist pe-
riod left in the souls of people (Havel 1999, 2). Therefore, it was not
surprising to see him also address the need “to find courage to cre-
ate the system of values, which we would together accept and respect
despite our diversity. This will happen if we will base these values on
something that is beyond the horizon of our current personal or group
interests” (Havel 2000, 2).

In this context, the biggest challenge for religious educators in
Central and Eastern Europe, particularly Christians, is to give up an
idea of taking control of the moral climate in the country by imposing
“a sure faith and a theology which is beyond discussion” (Mate-Toth
2000/3, 31), which inevitably reminds one of the old times and, thus,
alienates even otherwise sympathetic and interested people. They
should rather learn to teach religion by way of proposing (Durka and
Smith 1976, 23–24) and serve the public by way of making themselves
available as resources and models of growth in hope and resistance to
despair as well as to the incoming culture of consumerism. Then they
will find themselves also in company with such well-known Western
European religious educators such as Peter Schreiner, Karl Nipkow,
and John Hull. Their work (Schreiner 1998; Hull 1997; Nipkow 1985)
shows that, today, it is of concern to all European religious educators
to contribute to an uncertain conversation on the question “which val-
ues can hold our society together when pluralism and individualism
are signatures of our time?” (Schreiner 1998, 1) by showing that the
spiritual hunger can be integrated with a clear rationality in perceiving
the problems of the time (Nipkow 1985, 214).

CONCLUSION

In this article, I have described how in Latvia for the past fourteen
years religious education has developed in the context of the pub-
lic school system, and how the current pluralistic stage provides for
religious educators a necessary time and space for “uncertain con-
versations,” both within and across the boundaries of the field of
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religious education. However difficult this post-Soviet period of tran-
sition, plurality, and uncertainty in all spheres of life may have seemed,
the main challenge for religious educators as well as for all the people
in Latvia and other countries of Eastern and Central Europe has been
to recognize it also as

a time of fertile ideas, . . . a time when we can imagine new social arrange-
ments that will take us through the new millennium. We need not to judge
these new social arrangements by their “sameness” but by their commit-
ment to justice and an ethics of hope. To what degree do they speak to the
nameless, the forgotten, the excluded? Hope and freedom do not spring
from agreement and consensus; they emerge from struggle. (McLaren in
Sears and Carper, 1998, 270)

Fortunately, the recent accession of the country to the European
Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization has marked the
symbolic conclusion of the transitional post-Soviet period. As a result,
at least some conversations are bound to become more certain and
definite, with the sense of unending transition giving place to the de-
sired stability and structured growth. We can already see the signs
of emerging certainty in regard to the place of religious education
in elementary schools of Latvia. We can only wait for the practical
testing of the new decisions of the government and for initiatives in
regard to primary and high-school levels. At the same time, there are
also local discussions, such as those on values in education and soci-
ety in general, that are likely to continue as part of larger European
conversations.

Anta Filipsone is Lecturer in Practical Theology at the University of Latvia,
Riga, Latvia. E-mail: antaf@hotmail.com
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